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THE LEGENDARY PORKNOCKERS OF GUYANA 
TWO HISTORICAL LETTERS! 

 
By Dmitri Allicock  -  for  Guyanese Online 

 
 
The ability of the individual gold prospector or Pork knocker to withstand adversities of 

the tropical jungle life mixed with his reputation for big spending, rum drinking and 

womanizing became legend. These men and their stories have generated a corpus of tales 

and even a mythology.  They have found their way into folklore and because of their 

existence “in the bush” their lore is associated with other folk material and traditions that 

have come out of the traditions and superstitious beliefs of that environment.  

The pork knockers inspired the imagination of generations to write inspirational poems 

and books. These include the novel Black Midas by Jan Carew, an account of the legend 

of the famous pork knocker Ocean Shark. Educational Broadcast Corp. produced a 

remarkable presentation Up River through Guyana in 1993 which highlighted the search 

for the esteemed Pork knocker of Guyana.  

The Pokenocker was also famous for the letters they wrote to their sweethearts whose 

fidelity was a concern at least. 

Older generations of Guyanese had a tradition that looked for opportunity for speech 

making at social gathering like at weddings, church and funerals, which served this 

interest very well especially when rum drinking takes over.  

Guyanese requested to say a few words will rise eagerly to his feet without a trace of self 

consciousness and begin, “On this auspicious occasion….” Among many, it was 

fashionable to cultivate the use of long words culled from books, and they would reel 

these words off the tongue with every sign of enjoyment. Many words were not correct or 

appropriate but it didn’t matter since the task to impress was the only focus. 

The same love of uncommon words with an imposing sound is shown in their choice of 

Christian names. Many long and impressive sounding names were given to children. It is 

believed that their love of that older make believe world inhabited by leisure and wealth 

with trappings of traditional aristocracy represented the standard of perfection by which 

he would be judged. 

These two historical letters which follows demonstrated  two Guyanas that existed- side 

by side, one of make belief; the other of unbridle creoles.  Two Pork Knockers are 

seriously courting with words to be remembered! 
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Most Illustrious and Venerated Madonna, 

I successfully yearn the right to lay first claim to your heart in preference to my vanquish 

rival.  

Matchless Damsel, as I contemplate your codigious beauty, I yearn to possess you as my 

eternal conductric. Give me your benevolent agreement and before the calendar marks 

another year, I will contribute thee my matrimonial bride. I would labor with ferocious 

energy to afford you conducial falitsies. I would erect for you a formidable mansion to 

accommodate multi various progencies. I would purchase for you an enamulate 

quadruped- a motor car, which’s carbonatious headlights would resume the night into 

day.  

Do not refuse this opportunity for the rejection of such an enormous titanic love could 

only terminate my catactlemonact affection and decrease my intense adoration. 

I remain yours, 

Affectionate, 

Carrelous, Ignatius, Orrilous, Fitzpatrick Thimble  

 

 

Me darling love, 

Me lickle dove, me dumpling, me gizzada, me sweeti. Sue, I goes for you just like how 

fly go fo sugar. 

As me put pen to paper and me pen nib start to fly, me remember- remember the first day 

you catch me eye, a bus was to yo right and a car swift pass yo left ear and yo stand up 

stiff with frigh, yo jaw drap, and yo mouth fly open just like when jack-ass go fo yarn. 

Na laugh me lickle love, na scarn me after me hea yo me larning na too good, so wa na 

know fo spell me go draw. 

Thing wid de frechle is a plate of yam and saltfish and it means we go never part. Is na a 

cockroach, this is a finger wid a ring and it means that I want to married to yo. This thing 

is na a line but it is a string, theak it put it roung yo wedding finger, careful fo get the 

right size. Send it to the man, the man is me 

Well bye love 
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